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1. INTROD~~~N 
Thus far, the calculus of finite differences in infinitely many variables has 
remained largely undeveloped, though interesting problems and potential 
applications are not lacking in the literature. 
In a previous paper [4] the authors introduced a module of functions 
(factorial functions) which seems to be the appropriate setting for a 
combinatorial approach. to this kind of problem. 
Furthermore, these functions provide a ring which, over a field of charac- 
teristic zero, is isomorphic to the ring of polynomial functions, but 
which-by systematic use of binomial coefficients in place of 
powers-avoids some of the pitfalls in fields of positive characteristic. 
The.,purpose of the present paper is to extend methods and results of [3,4] 
to the infinitely many variables case. To this aim, we study sequences of 
factorial functions satisfying analogs of the well-known binomial and Sheffer 
recursions and show how an operator calculus resembling the Umbra1 
Calculus can be wnstructed over them. However, we recognize that an 
effective analog of closed forms ‘exists only for a class of recursive bases 
which can be algebraically characterized as those recursive bases whose 
* This research was done in strict collaboration. It is therefore impossible to distinguish the 
umributtions of each author, barring !Section 9, which is essmtially due to the second author. 
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graduation is homogeneous with the filtration induced by the difference 
operators. Binomial coefficients, which we call Pascal functions, and divided 
powers are examples of such bases. On the other hand, these bases have an 
analogous characterization by replacing the set of difference operators with 
some other delta set of shift-invariant operators, like, e.g., partial derivatives. 
This fact leads us to single out the notion of coherence between a delta set of 
operators and a recursive basis, which generalizes the situations mentioned 
above; the algebraic notion of coherence is shown to be the crucial condition 
to build a substantial calculus, indeed extending the Umbra1 Calculus in all 
its computational devices. 
Our tools are essentially Laurent series in infinitely many variables and 
the theory of recursive matrices. In Sections 2 and 3 we give the main 
definitions and develop the basic properties of Laurent series, their 
continuous endomorphisms (L-sets), and recursive matrices, respectively. 
This theory has been previously developed in the single-variable case [3] and 
it is here extended to this more general setting. The main result of Section 3 
is a simple version of the Lagrange-Good formula for infinite sets of Laurent 
series in infinitely many variables with coefficients ranging over any 
commutative integral domain. 
The module jr of factorial functions is defined in Section 4. Then we 
associate to any recursive sequence in F a set of power series, the indicator, 
and study the relations between algebraic properties of the sequences and 
combinatorial properties of their indicators. The operator calculus is 
introduced in Section 5. We examine in details recursive operators, namely, 
linear operators which map any recursive basis into a recursive sequence of 
factorial functions, and the subsystem of shift-invariant operators, which 
turns out to be a commutative topological algebra isomorphic to the algebra 
of formal power series. 
The idea of coherence appears in Section 6. We reconsider the results of 
Section 5 in the light of this further notion: in particular, we show that the 
coefficient matrix of a coherent recursive basis with respect to another is the 
Wiener-Hopf truncation of an invertible recursive matrix, and vice-versa. 
Finally, in Section 7 it is shown that recursive bases admitting an analog of 
the transfer formula of the classical Umbra1 Calculus are just coherent 
recursive bases. From this combitorial characterization, it is an easy step to 
generalize the recurrence formula and the transfer formula as simple conse- 
quences of our Lagrange-Good type theorems of Section 3. 
The last two sections are devoted to some applications. First of all, we 
describe how the present theory recovers the multivariate Umbra1 Calculus 
as developed in recent years by many different authors (see, e.g., [ 10, 17-19, 
22, 23, 261). 
Finally we deal with a classical example: we choose from the literature [ I] 
the theory of multivariate Hermite polynomials and succeed in proving 
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general versions of sundry theorems, such as recurrence relations formulas of 
Rodrigues type and the Burchnall-Feldheim-Watson identity. 
2. THE ALGEBRA OF LAURENT SERIES 
Let S be a set of any cardinality : a map d : S + Z will be called a degree 
whenever its support supp(d) is finite. The zero degree will be denoted by 0. 
For every s E S, the degree e, is defined by setting 
e,(t) := a,(, t E S 
where 6,, is the Kronecker symbol. 
A degree d will be said to be a positive degree if d f 0 and d(s) > 0, for 
every s E S. 
We will denote by D the additive group of all degrees, while D+ will be 
the monoid of all positive degrees, together with the zero degree. Obviously, 
D and D + are the free abelian group and the free abelian monoid generated 
by S, respectively. 
D is naturally structured as an ordered abelian group by setting d Q e 
whenever e - d E D +. If d, e E D ’ and d Q e, then supp(d) G supp(e). With 
the partial order just defined, D becomes a locally finite distributive lattice. 
The weight of a degree d is the integer 
w(d) := c d(s). 
SE.5 
The map w: D + Z is a surjective homomorphism of groups. 
A balanced set is a subset A E D such that, for every a E A, there exist 
b,, b2 E A such that b, #b, and b, + b, = 2a. It is easy to see that the only 
finite balanced set is the empty set. 
In the following, A will be a commutative integral domain with unity. The 
group of units of A will be denoted by U. 
A series in card(S) variables over A will be a map a : D + A. We shall 
frequently use the symbol (dla) instead of a(d). 
The series a will be written as 
with ad = (d 1 a), or-equivalently-as the formal sum 
a = C a,74 
dsD 
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where rd is the series such that 
ce 1 rd> = k,d. 
The zero series will be denoted by [ and the A-module of all series will be 
denoted by S. 
A collection {a,} of series will be called a summable collection if for every 
d E D there exists only a finite number of indexes i such that (dJ ai) # 0. If 
{ai} is a summable collection, then the sum 
is well defined. 
The notion of summability and sum of a summable collection is clearly 
equivalent to endow the A-module S of the pointwise convergence topology 
with respect to the discrete topology over A. Under this topology, S is a 
complete topological module. 
A Laurent series over A is meant to be a series a whose support supp a 
admits a lower bound in D. In particular, a power series over A will be a 
series whose support is contained in D +. The.sum of a summable collection 
of power series is a power series, while the same is false for Laurent series. 
The weight of a Laurent series a is defined as 
w(a) := min {w(d), d E supp a}. 
By convention, min 0 = +co and w(c) = +co. 
A Laurent series a will be said to be a homogeneous series whenever all of 
its “monomials” have the same weight. The leading homogeneous part of the 
nonzero Laurent series 
a = C adTd 
is the homogeneous series 
The linear part of a is the homogeneous series 
L(a) = C adTd. 
w(d) = 1 
The A-modules L and P of all Laurent and power series over A, respec- 
tively, can be endowed with the usual convolution product 
(-j$(IdTd)(-&%d~d) :=T (~ahbd-h)Td 
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and they turn out to be topological algebras, whose unity will be denoted by 
u. The set (T,;s E S}, where 
(dir,) := 1 if d=e,, 
:=o otherwise, 
is a set of pseudogenerators for P and L; {TV; d E D’ } and {TV; d E D} are 
pseudobases for P and L, respectively; and P is complete, while L is not 
complete. Furthermore, we have 
(2.1) PROPOSITION. L and P are integral domains. 
Proof. Let a, /3 E P and let (I~, /3,, be the leading homogeneous parts of a 
and 8, respectiveiy. Set A := supp a, and B := supp /IO; then supp a,#,, 
c A + B. Suppose a@ = C; then cq,&, = C and supp a&, = 0. 
Let d E A -I- B ; then d can be written in at least two different ways, 
namely, 
d=al +b,, a1 E A, b, E B, 
d=a,+b,, a2 E A, b, E B, 
where a, # a2, b, #b,. The &pees 
d, := a, + bz E A + B, d,:=a,+b,EA+B 
satisfy 
and 
2d = d, + d, 
swp(d,) c suppW), i= 1,2. 
Set D = {e E A + B; supp(e) c supp(d)); then D is a balanced nonempty 
set, thus D is infinite. On the other hand D must be finite, because all 
degrees in A + B have the same weight. By this contradiction, we conclude 
A+B=0,andhenceA=0orB=PI,thatisa=gor/3=& # 
A Laurent series (or a power series) will be said to be a principcrt series 
whenever its support has a minimum. In this case, the degree of a is defined 
as 
deg a := min supp a. 
By convention, deg g = +co. 
The following is an easy consequence of Proposition 2.1: 
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(2.2) PROPOSITION. Let a, p be Laurent (or power) series; then 
w(aP) = w(a) + w@). 
If a and /3 are both principal series, then ap is a principal series, and 
deg ap = deg a + deg p. 
A series a E P has a multiplicative inverse whenever (01 a) E U. In the 
following propositions we characterize those elements of L which admit 
multiplicative inverse. 
(2.3) PROPOSITION. Let a, /3 be homogeneous Laurent series such that 
a/3 = yd for some d E D; then there exist a E 111 and e E D such that a = CJT~ 
and/3=a-‘rder. 
ProoJ Without loss of generality, we can suppose that every monomial 
in a and p has nonnegative degree. Set A := supp a and B := supp p. 
Obviously, d E A + B. Suppose there exists f E A + B, f # d, and set 
F := {g E A + B; supp(g) E supp(f)}. 
By the same argument used in the proof of Proposition 2.1, it can be shown 
that F is a nonempty balanced set and F is finite. Thus, A + B = (d} and the 
assertion follows. I 
(2.4) PROPOSITION. A Laurent series a has multiplicative inverse 
whenever it is a principal series, with ad E W, where d = deg a. 
Proof. Suppose a is a principal series, with ad E U, d = deg a; then, 
a = ad.rd(o + O;), where di is a power series of positive weight. The collection 
{(-1)” Bh; h E N} 
is summable, and the Laurent series 
P := Ud -‘T-d -go (-1)h Bh 
is the multiplicative inverse of a. In order to prove the converse, it is 
sufficient to show that, if a, /I E P and ap = rd, then a and /I are principal 
series; this follows, in the usual way, from the isomorphism between P and 
the ring of power series in the variables {rt ; t E T c S} with coefficients 
taken in the ring of power series in the variables {r, ; s E S - T}. 0 
The group of units of L will be denoted by R. A summable collection 
a = (a,), s E S, of Laurent series will be called an S-set. 
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An S-set (a,) will be .called a P-set whenever 
(i) a, E P for every s E S, 
(ii) ~(a,) > 0 for every s E S. 
An S-set (a,) will be called an L-set whenever 
(i) a, E R for every s E S, 
(ii) deg(a,) > 0 for every s E S. 
Given a P-set a = (a,), s E S, and a positive degree d = (d,), the product 
is well-defined. We have 
(2.5) PROPOSITION. Let a = (a,) be a P-set; then the collection 
{ad; d E D + } is summable. 
Proof. Let g E D + and set 
G:= {ND+; O<,h<g}, T:= {sES; supp a,nG#0}; 
G and T are finite sets. Let now f E D + be such that g E supp a’; then, for 
every s E supp(f), there exists e,,, E supp as, l Q i Q f(s), such that 
f(S) 
g=c c e&i e,,, > 0, es,, E G. 
s I=1 
This implies that supp(f) s T and w(f) < w(g): henceworth, f can be chosen 
in a finite number of ways. 1 
Given an L-set a = (a,), s E S, the product 
ad := II& 
is well-defined for every degree d E D. We have 
(2.6) PROPOSITION. Let a = (a,) be an L-set and d E D; then, the 
collection {a*; g ) d] is summable. 
ProoJ: If d ) 0, the proposition follows by 2.5, since every L-set is a P- 
set. Suppose d) 0; then {a*; g ) d} = {ah? f) 0) = ad{af; f) 0), and {a’; 
g > d) is summable. 1 
By the preceding propositions, given any P-set a and a power series 
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p = C bdrd (or any L-set and a Laurent series, respectively), we can define 
the composition p 0 a as 
P 0 a := c bdad. 
de SUPPB 
We have 
(2.7) PROPOSITION. Let a = (a,) be a P-set and /l be a power series (or 
an L-set and a Laurent series, respectively); then, j3 0 a is a power series (a 
Laurent series). Moreover, 
wdo 0 a) = inf 
I 
C g(s) w(a,); g E supp p . 
SE SUPPW I 
If j3 is principal series, with b = deg(P), and if u, is a principal series for 
every s E S, with a, = deg(a,), then 0 0 a is a principal series, with 
deg@ 0 a) = c b,a,. 
se suPp(b) 
Let a = (a,) and p = (/I,) be P-sets (L-sets). The composition a 0 p is 
defined as the S-set a 0 f3 := (a, 0 p). 
(2.8) PROPOSITION. Let a, p be both P-sets (L-sets): then a 0 p is a P-set 
(L-set). 
Proof. Set ys := a, 0 p and y := (y#), s E S. By Proposition 2.8, we have 
only to show that y is summable, whenever a and p are both P-sets. For 
every f E D+, set 
and 
A(f):={sES;fEsupp~,) 
wf) := u A(&?)* 
s<f 
Then A(f) is finite, since p is summable, and B(f) is finite, since it is a finite 
union of finite sets. Setting now 
C(f) := {s E s; f E supp y, } 
we have C(f) E B(f). Hence, y is summable. I 
The families of all P-sets and of all L-sets, endowed with the composition 
defined above, turn out to be monoids, whose identity is t. 
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If a = (a,) and B = ds,) are S-sets,Xhe sum a + B is defined pointwise 
a+B=(a,+B,)- 
If a 0 y, p 0 y, (a + B) 0 y are defined, then 
(a+B)oy=aoY+BOY- 
The linear purr of an S-set a = (a,) is the P-set L(a) = @(a,)) of all linear 
parts of the series a,. An S-set a will be called linear whenever L(a) = a. 
If a is a linear S-set and a o B, a o y, a o (B + y) are defined, then 
a o(B + y) = a 0 f3 + a 0 y. 
If a and p are P-sets (L-sets), then 
L(a 0 p) = L(a) 0 L(p). 
In order to characterize P-sets and L-sets admitting two-sided inverse, we 
need 
(2.9) PROPOSITION. Every P-set (L-set) a is right regular, that is, 
fioa=a implies f3=r. 
(2.10) PROPOSITION. Let a = (a,) be a P-set (L-set) such that w(a,) > 2 
for every s E S, and let + be an invertible linear P-set (L-set); then, there 
exists exactb one P-set fi := Cs,) such that 
a0 (++B)=-P. (*I 
Moreover, we have w&) > 2 for every s E S. 
Proof: By Proposition 2.7, if there exists B such that a 0 (+ + B) = -8, 
then WC&) > w(a,) ) 2. For every n >, 2, set 
B, = Go&“)9 
where 
A,” = w(;c” (dl&) rd. 
Hence, Eq. (*) is equivalent to the system 
@Ia, 0 (+ + PI) = --WJ7 sES,dED+. (**I 
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On the other hand, ~(a,) > 2 implies that 
and the system (**) has the unique solution recursively given by 
(dlPs>= (dlas 0 (0 + wFy’ Pi))* 1 
We have 
(2.11) THEOREM. A P-set (L-set) a = (a,) admits two-sided inverse if 
and only if its linear part L(a) is an invertible P-set (L-set). 
Proof: Suppose a admits two-sided inverse p: then, 
L(a) 0 L(P) = L(a 0 p) = L(r) = r, 
and 
L(P) 0 L(a) = L(p 0 a) = L(T) = r; 
hence, L(a) is invertible. 
Conversely, assume L(a) invertible and let L(a) be its inverse. Set 
a = L(a) + M(a). By Proposition 2.10, there-exists exactly ye set y = (7,) 
such that w(rJ > 2 for every s E S and (L(a) o M(a)) o (L(a) + y) = -y. 
Setting P=L(a)+y, we have ao P=e. Moreover, (p o a)o p= 
P+G9=P ’ ~1 im ies, by Proposition 2.9, that p o a = 7. This shows that p 
is the two-sided inverse of a. I 
The two-sided inverse of an invertible set a will be denoted by &. The 
preceding theorem allows us to characterize the invertible L-sets as those L- 
sets a = (a,) such that deg(a,) = eocSj for some permutation cr of S. The 
bijection Q will be called the spire of a, and we will write sp(a) := u. An 
invertible L-set a will be called normalized if sp(a) is the identity 
permutation i on S. The normalization of an invertible L-set a := (a,) is the 
invertible L-set p := (p,), where /I, := Q,-,(~). 
If u is a bijection of S, we set 
r” := (To,(,)). 
Given a P-set (L-set) a, the map p + /I o a is a continuous endomorphism 
of P (of L). Furthermore, if v is an endomorphism of a and a = (ak, is a 
series, we set am = (a:); then, VI: a + a” is a continuous endomorphism of P 
(of L). 
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(2.12) PROpOSITJON. For every nonzero continuous e&morphism Y of 
P (of L), there exist exactly one endomorphism ty of A and one P-set (L-set) 
a such that, for every fl E P (/I E L), Y(/3) =/V’ o a. 
ProqJ For every a E A, set a0 = Y(u). Then Y is an endomorphism of 
A. Now, set a, = Y(T,) and a = (a,). Then a is a P-set (an L-set) and 
YQ?)=@@oaforevery/3EP(/3EL). I 
The endomorphism p E: End(A) will be called the companion 
endomorphism of Y. A linear endomorphism of P (of L) will be an 
endomorphism whose companion is the identity on A. 
For any given normalized invertible L-set a = (a,), consider the series 
7, adi, 
=-- 
6J & 
if i#j, 
where &tJ/iki denotes the usual partial derivative, and a, = Z,cii. By 
straightforward computations we get 
hence, the degree of the power series (7i/aJ)(8aJ/&t) is zero if and Only if 
i = j. Moreover, if i #j, then 
71 aaJ de swaaz implies i E supp(d). 
J i 
For every finite subset T of S, we set 
PAa)=det (z%)iJer=det (I+ (22)). 
By the preceding remarks, we have 
(2.13) PROPOSITION. Let a = (a,) be a normalized invertible L-set and 
let d E D +, T = supp(d). Let U be a Jinite subset of S; V T S U, then 
(d Ma)) = (d l&-W). 
If S is finite, we set 
P(a) = P,(a). 
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If S is not finite, then the sequence P,(a), where T ranges over the filter of 
all finite subset of S, converges to the series P(a) defined as follows: for 
every d E D+, 
W(a)) := W’,,,,o,W). 
For any given invertible L-set a, we set 
P(a) := P(a’), 
where a’ is the normalization of a. 
(2.14) PROPOSITION. Let a = (a,) and p = Co,) be invertible L-sets; then 
P(a 0 PI = (P(a) 0 PI P(P) 
and 
P(h) = (P(a)) - ’ 0 a. 
ProoJ By the definition of P(a), it is sufficient to prove the identities 
above in the case when a and p are normalized and S is finite. We have 
P(a o f3) = det 
( 
*i a(aj o P) - 
aj o P azi 
=det ($$($$ofi)det(zg) 
= (P(a) 0 PI P(P). 
Moreover. 
0 = P(t) = P(a 0 I?) = (P(a) 0 ii) P(G), 
which implies 
P(G) = (P(a))-’ 0 ii. m 
(2.15) THEOREM. Let a = (a,) be an invertible L-set; for every d E D, 
we have 
(0) a”P(a)) = 1 if d = 0, 
=o otherwise. 
Proof. In order to realize that the assertion holds in a characteristic free 
setting, it is sufficient to perform our computations in the case when A is a 
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fm ammu~tativc Z-algebra with ,uttity, WC can suppose, without loss of 
generality, that a is normalized. First of all; we remark that, for every d E D, 
&&a’) =d and, herrce, d 4 0 implies 0 B supp a’lP(a). Furthermore, 
(O(P(a)) = 1. 
This implies that the theorem is established by proving that, for every 
d E D, d < 0, 
where 
T = supp(d) = { 1,2,..., n} 
in place of (i, , i, ,..., i.} and 
lldll = ,fi d(i). 
We have 
(O[/dlj.adPr(a))=(O/det (dci).dv’~~)) 
= (0 /det (r,F)) 
= ,& C&G”“) Wg,GN. 
But Egj = 0 implies det(g,(i)) = 0 and the assertion is proved. 1 
3. RECURSIVE MATRICES 
In the sequel, a matrix will be a map 
M:DxD+A. 
When M is a matrix, we frequently write mf,, for A4(f, g) and M = (m,,). 
Given a degree d E D, the dth row-generating function of the matrix 
it4 = (mr,) will be the series 
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We define an involutory linear operator T on the A-module of all matrices 
as follows: if M = (or,&, then TM := (m- *, -3. 
A matrix will be said to be a Laurent matrix whenever all of its row- 
generating functions are Laurent series. A matrix M will be called an inverse 
Laurent matrix if TM is a Laurent matrix. A matrix M = (“zr,J will be said 
to be diagonally finite whenever, for every h, k E D there exists only a finite 
number of nonzero entries m,,, with f > h, g <k. 
Every diagonally finite matrix is both a Laurent and an inverse Laurent 
matrix, while the converse is false. 
Given two matrices M = (mr,,) and N = (nfJ the usual convolution 
product 
M x N = (P,,,) 
with 
1Df.s := L =%- mf,knk.g 
ksD 
is well defined whenever M is a Laurent matrix and N is an inverse Laurent 
matrix. 
If the product M x N is defined, then 
T(MxN)=TNxTM. 
For every s E S, we define two invertible linear operators Fs and G, acting 
over the A-module of all matrices, as follows: if M = (mf,J, we set 
and 
CM := (mf+ +J 
GM := (m,,-J. 
We remark that 
G,= TF,T 
and, for every s, t E S, 
F,GI= G,F,. 
Moreover, for every matrix M and every degree d E D, 
(F,M\ f) = (MJf + e,), (G,Mlf) = 4W). 
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a(F) := 2 a,@ 
deD 
and a(G) := 2 ad‘Gd 
deD 
define two linear operators over the A-module of all inverse Laurqt matrices 
and of all Laurent matrices, respectively. 
If a = (a,) is an S-set, a P-set, or an L-set, the symbols a(F) and a(G) will 
denote the collections of operators (a,(F)) and (a,(G)), respectively. 
We remark that, by definitions, fcr every d E D we have 
Gd = TFdT; 
hence, for every S-set a 
a(G) = TafF) T. 
On the A-module of all Laurent matrices, we now consider the linear 
problem 
a(G) M = FM, (MIO)=B, (*I 
where a = (a,) is an S-set sucn tnat a, E R for every s E S and /.I E L, /3 # f 
It is easily seen, by construction, that for every such S-set a and for every 
nonzero Laurent series /I, the linear problem (*) has unique solution. We get 
immediately 
(3.1) PROPOSITION. Let a = (a,) be an S-set such that for every s E S 
a, E R, and let /3 E L, /3 f f Then the Laurent matrix M is the unique 
solution of the linear problem (*) if and only if, for every d E D, 
(Mid)-= ad/J. 
As a consequence, we have 
(3.2) PROPOSITION (Convolution formula). Let a = (a,) be an S-set, with 
a, E R for every s E S; and let /I E L, /3 # C. The Laurent matrix M = (m,,) 
is the uriique solution of the linear problem (*) jf and only $ (MI@) = /I and 
for every f, g, h E D the following identities hold: 
mf+b.‘ = c Cf,dmb.l-d, 
dsD 
where cf.6 = (d 1 a?. 
607/50/l-5 
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Proposition 3.1 suggests that we call (a, @-recursive matrix, R(a, /3) for 
short, the unique solution of problem (*). a will be called the recurrence rule 
and p the boundary value of R(a, /I). 
A homogeneous matrix will be a recursive matrix with boundary value u, 
and an Appell matrix will be a recursive matrix with recurrence rule 5. The 
identity matrix R(t, o) is the unique Appell homogeneous matrix. For any 
given permutation u on S, the o-permutation matrix will be the recursive 
matrix R(r”, u), where r” = (r,(,J. 
We remark that a recursive matrix R(a,p) is a diagonally finite matrix if 
and only if for every s E S : deg a, > 0, that is, if and only if a is an L-set. It 
follows that the product of two recursive matrices is defined whenever the 
recurrence rule of the second one is an L-set. Furthermore, we have 
(3.3) THEOREM. Let a = (a,) be an S-set such that a, E R for every 
sES.LetybeanL-setandlet/3,6EL,B#<#&Then 
R(a, P) X R(y, 6) = R(a 0 y, Ga 0 Y) 6). 
Proof. Set P := (p2J := R(a,P), Q := (q2J := R(y, 6) and M := (m,J := 
P x Q. We have: 
(M(d) = c rn,,sT’ = \‘ y Pd,ff?f.gtg 
gsD $6 fs 
= c Pd.&If) 
feD 
=zPd.tY”= ( (&Pd.fTf) ‘Y) 6 
= ((a”/3) 0 y) 6 = (a 0 y)” (p 0 y) 6. 
By Proposition 3.1 we get the assertion. I 
(3.4) COROLLARY. Let a = (a,) be an S-set with a, E R for every s E S, 
and let p E L, /I # <. Then 
(3.5) COROLLARY. A recursive matrix R(a,/?) admits two-sided inverse 
whenever its recurrence rule a is an invertible L-set and /I E R. Furthermore, 
R(a,/3)-’ =R(G,p-’ 0 (6)). 
The normalization of an invertible recursive matrix R(a, /I) is meant to be 
the invertible recursive matrix R(a’,@, where a’ is the normalization of the 
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L-set a. An invertible recursive matrix which coincides with its 
normalization will be called normalized. 
(3.6) THEOREM. Let a = (a,) and @= GB,) be two S-sets, with a,, #I, E R; 
then the equations 
a(G) M = FM, p(G) TM = FTM 
have a nontrivial common solution in the A-module of ail diagonally finite 
matrices r and only r both a and p are invertible L-sets, and $ = 6. 
Proof: Let a be an invertible L-set. The following equations are 
equivalent: 
a(G) M = FM, 
GM = ii(F) M, 
mTM = B(F) M, 
FTM = Z%(F) TTM, 
FTM = i?(G) TM. 
Conversely, suppose that there exists a nonzero diagonally finite matrix M 
such that a(G) M k FM and p(G) TM = FTM. This implies that both a and 
lI are L-sets, and the composition a o 8 is defined. Then 
((a o f3) F) M = (a@(F))) M = a(G) M = FM. 
It follows that a o fl= t. This completes the proof. 1 
Note that, by the previous theorem, if M is a recursive matrix whose 
recurrence rule a is an invertible L-set, then TM is also a recursive matrix, 
with recurrence rule 1. In particular, if M is any Appell matrix, TM is again 
an Appell matrix with the same boundary value. 
Our next goal is now to determine the boundary value of TM for every 
invertible recursive matrix iU. First of all, we have 
(3.7) PROPOSITION. Let a be an invertible L-set; then 
TR (a, P(a)) = R (6, v) 
where P(a) is the Laurent series d@ned in Section 2. 
Prm$ Follows immediately by Proposition 3.1 and Theorem 2.14. u 
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(3.8) THEOREM. Let a be an invertible L-set and p any Laurent series; 
then 
TR (a, j?) = R (ii, P(ii)(p 0 ii)). 
ProoJ We have 
TR(a,P)= T(R(a,o) xR(~,p))= TR(7,p) X TR(a, 0) 
= R(T, /?) x I?@, P(6)) = R(C, P(C)@ 0 q>. I 
From Proposition 3.7 we get the following generalized version of the 
Lagrange-Good formula: 
(3.9) THEOREM. Let a = (a,) be an invertible L-set and let 6 = (6,) be 
its inverse; for every s E S and d E D +, we have 
(d 16,) = (-e, 1 a- dP(a)). 
In the sequel, we will sometimes need an analog of the notion of recursive 
matrix for maps M: D + x D + --f A. In order to avoid confusion, such maps 
will be called minors. 
Given any S-set a = (a,) with a, E P, and given p E P, /I # [, the (a,/?)- 
recursive minor will be the (unique) minor A4 such that 
(Mid) = a”P 
for every dED+. Such a minor will be denoted by M(a,/3). a is the 
recurrence rule and p the boundary value of M(a, p). 
The product of two recursive minors is defined whenever the recurrence 
rule of the second one is a P-set. In fact, we have 
(3.10) PROPOSITION. Let a = (a,) be an S-set, with a, E P, y a P-set and 
/3, 6EP,j?#C#& Then 
Ma, P) X My, 6) = M(a 0 y, Co 0 y) 8). 
ProoJ The same as that of Theorem 3.3. i 
In some cases, if possible, it will be useful to regard a recursive minor as a 
submatrix of a recursive matrix; precisely, if M = (m,J is any matrix, its 
Wiener-Hopf truncation will be the minor 
WM := (m,,) with f,gED+. 
Obviously, a recursive minor can be seen as the Wiener-Hopf truncation 
of a recursive matrix whenever its recurrence rule consists of series in P Cl R. 
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Conversely, the Wiener-Hopf truncation of a recursive matrix is a recursive 
minor if and only if its recurrence rule consists of series in P n R and its 
boundary value is a power series. In particular, the Wiener-Hopf truncation 
of any permutation matrix is a recursive minor, which will be called a 
permutation minor. 
4. FACTORIAL FUNCTIONS 
In the present section we are concerned with a copy d of the complete 
topological A-module S defined in $2. The elements of d will be called 
functions, and they will be denoted by small script letters. The value taken 
by the function 
null function 1p 
at the degree ,d will be denoted by P(d) or by (11 d). The 
wi 1 be denoted by L. 
For any given finite subset A of S and for every degree d E D, the degree 
xAd is defined as follows: 
xA d(s) := d(s) ifsEA, 
.- .- 0 otherwise. 
We define a class of continuous endomorphisms R, of g, setting for every 
finite subset A of S 
for every /’ E K and d E D. 
Given a function 
sequence (RA 
Obviously, R 
f E &, the canonical approximation of f’ will be the 
), where A ranges over the filter of all finite subsets of S. 
( ,,4) converges to f. For every s E S, the sth dl@rence 
operator d, will be the continuous endomorphism of K such that for every 
f EtF 
4fW=f(d++-f(d). 
For every positive degree g = (g,) E D + we’ set 
A pseudo-factorial function will be a function f E g such that for every 
s E S there exists h, E IN for which 
A;s+‘f=x and A$f # x. 
The sequence h = (h,) will be called the pseudo-degree of /. If h E D ‘, that 
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is, if supp(h) is finite , f will be called a factorial function and h will be its 
degree. The null function z will be considered as a factorial function with 
degree tax 
A function f’ E & will be said to be a locally factorial function whenever 
for every finite subset A of S R, f is a factorial function. 
The submodules of all locally factorial, pseudo-factorial and factorial 
functions will be denoted by R, Y, and F, respectively. Obviously, 
ST G Y c Z’, with proper inclusions only if S is infinite. 
We have 
(4.1) PROPOSITION. The module X of locally factorial functions is the 
topological closure of the module F of factorial functions. 
Proof: By definition, R’GF. Let now ( 1) be a sequence in X with ;1 
belonging to a filter /i and suppose that (IA / 
every finite subset A of S, we have 
converges to f E &; then, for 
where lim, R, P 1 is a factorial function. Hence , f isinRand~E27 1 
We now introduce a family (&&, d E D+, of factorial functions, which will 
be named Pascal functions, setting, for every d = (d,) E D+ and 
h = (h,) E D 
&,@I= n (2) SE.7 s 
where the binomial coefficients (2) are defined recursively as follows: 
m ( 1 .- 0 .- 1 for every m E Z; 
( ) O 0 .- .- n for every n E N, n f 0; 
(t+‘:)‘=(Z)+ (nyl) 
for every m E Z and n E N, n # 0. 
It is straightforward to verify that 
Askd = ‘d-e, if s E supp(d) 
=2 otherwise. 
Hence, &a has degree exactly d. Furthermore, g,(h) # 0 if and only if, for 
every s E S, h, > 0 implies h, 2 d, & 0. 
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A power series a := (a& will be said to be a pseudo-bound& power series 
whenever there exists a pseudo-degree It such that, if u1 # 0, then d < It. A 
locahy bounded power series will be a power series a := (ad) such that, for 
every fmite subset A of E, the set 
suPPA o :=supp an(dED+; supp(d)cA} 
is finite. 
(4.2) PROPOSITION. Let a := (a,,) be a power series; the sum 
0 := C a&, 
dew 
converges in df/ fland only if a is a locally bounded power series. 
ProoJ: Suppose that o converges in Z, for every finite subset A of S, set 
U” :=- C es; 
SEA 
then, for every d E D+ with supp(d) c A, &&I~) = f 1, which implies that 
supp, a is finite. 
Conversely, suppose supp, a finite for every finite subset A of S; then, for 
every h E D, the sum 
dsD+ dssupp,a 
is iinite, and o converges. 1 
As an example, set 
F := {d E D + ; d, = card supp(d) for every s E supp(d)} 
and 
ad:= 1 if d E F, 
:= 0 otherwise. 
Then, by the preceding result, the sum 
converges in A? If S is not finite, s is a locally factorial function but not a 
pseudo-factorial function. 
The next theorem shows that (Cd) is a basis for F. 
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(4.3) THEOREM (Newton expansion formula). 
factorial function if and only if 
A function f: D + A is II 
f= c ad&d, 
dsD+ 
where all but a finite number of coeflcients ad equal zero. 
Furthermore, for every d E D ‘, 
and the degree of/ is h = (h,), where h, = max (d, ; ad # 0). 
ProoJ Suppose f E Sr and let h be the degree off. We proceed by 
induction on k = w(h). If k = 0 the statement is trivial. Suppose now 
that the expansion holds whenever k < n, and suppose w(h) = n + 1. Then, 
for every s E supp(h), A, f is a factorial function whose degree has weight n. 
By induction hypothesis 
‘s f = 2 %,d’d* 
where 
C s,d= @d+ejV). 
Set now, for every d E D + 
‘d+c, = cs,d and a,= <f IO>. 
We have to prove that, for every x E D 
<fix> = (c adbdix)* 
For x = 0 the identity holds. Suppose the statement true for x E D; then, for 
every s E S, 
<f lx+es>=(f Ix>+(Asf Ix> 
= (c adB,lx) + (x cs,d’d~x) 
= (x ‘db,lx) + (1 adkd-,lx) 
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and analogously 
(PI-el>= (~ad~dlx-e,). 
This completes the proof. 1 
The sequence (C,J turns out to be a pseudobasis for 2’. More precisely, 
we have 
(4.4) THEOREM. A function f. * D + A is a locally factorial function if and 
only f 
f= c adbd, 
deD+ 
where the series a := (aa) is a locally bounded power series, and for every 
dED+ 
ad = (A”P IO). 
Furthermore, f is a pseudo-factorial function if and only if a is a pseudo- 
bounded series. 
ProojI Follows from Theorem 4.3. m 
Proposition 4.1 and Theorem 4.4 allow us to restrict our attention only to 
factorial functions. 
5. RECURSIVE SEQUENCES OF FACTORIAL FUNCTIONS 
Let ( d), d E D+, be a sequence of functions in 8; the value tableau of 
<fJ is tt! e matrix M := (rr& defined as follows: 
mb.k:=fk@) if kED+, 
:= 0 otherwise. 
The value tableau of the Pascal functions (Cd) will be denoted by B. In the 
sequel, the value tableau of a given sequence (f,,) will be sometimes denoted 
by the same symbol (fd). 
A sequence (fd) of functions in Sr (or in .!Y) will be called a factorial 
sequence (or a pseudo-factorial sequence). If [fJ, d f D ‘, is any factorial 
sequence, its cunonical minor will be the minor C:= (c,,J whose entries are 
cb,k := +SSc,lO). Plainly, C is the ‘minor of coef&ients of (/J with respect to 
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the basis of the Pascal functions, hence C has finite columns. We remark 
that the product B X C is defined and gives the value tableau of the sequence 
(P,)=BXC. 
A sequence (b) in d is said to be a recursive sequence if its value tableau 
is a recursive matrix, that is, if there exists a doubly indexed family (u,,d) of 
elements in A, with s E S and d E D +, such that for every s E S and for 
every xED, dED+: 
The recurrence rule of (pd) will be the set of power series {a, ; s E S), 
a, = C qdTd; 
dsD+ 
the boundary value of (Id) will be the power series 
P = d;+ fd(O) yd* 
Obviously, a sequence (f,), d E D +, of functions in % is a recursive 
sequence if and only if there exist power series (a,), s E S, with (0 1 a,) E W, 
its recurrence rule, and p, its boundary value, such that for every x E D 
r fd(x) zd= aYe 
d$+ 
The sequence of Pascal functions is a recursive sequence, whose value 
tableau is the recursive matrix R(u + r, u), where u + r := (o + r,). 
In the sequel, the following result will be useful: 
(5.1) PROPOSITION. Let a := (a,) be an S-set with deg a, = 0 for every 
s E S, let y be a P-set, and p, 6 E P. Then 
Wa, P) X WY, 6) = Na 0 y, Gc 0 Y) 4. 
Proof. The same as Theorem 3.3. I 
We have 
(5.2) PROPOSITION. Let ( a) be a recursive sequence with recurrence rule 
a := (a,). If, for some h E D J , f b is a pseudo-factorial function, then (f,,) is a 
pseudo-factorial sequence and for every s E S, (01 a,) = 1. Conversely, vfor 
every s E S (0 (a,) = 1, then (P,) is a pseudo-factorial recursive sequence. 
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Pro& Setting, for every s 62 S, a; = (01 a,), we have, in any case 
(0 f.(x) =p> I-I,,, P; 
(ii) d,f,=(o,-l)f,+C,,,(d-ee)a,)f,forevcrysES. 
Supposefs is a pseudo-factorial function; by (ii) we have, for every s E S, 
which implies a, = 1 for every s E S. By induction, suppose d is a pseudo- 
factorial function for every d such that w(d) Q n, and let g J Dt such that 
w(& = n + 1; by (ii) we get 
which implies that A, 
d 
s 
is a sequence of pseu 
is in .Y, hence/s itself is in .F, and the sequence (/,J 
o-factorial functrons. 
Suppose now 1s E .Y for some h E D ‘, h # 0. Set 9s =f ,, and, for every 
IrED+, k<h and for every sEsupp(k), 
Easy computations show that every gr is a pseudo-factorial function which 
can be written as a linear combination of functions fd, with d Q k. This 
implies that for every s E S u, = 1 andb E G, and we are done. 
The second part of the statement is straightforward. 1 
The previous result shows that a recursive sequence is a pseudo-factorial 
recursive sequence whenever the series of its recurrence rule a := (a,) are of 
the form (xs=u+(is, with ~(4,) > 1. The set 6 := (ci,) will be called the 
indicator of the sequence. Then 
(5.3) PROPOSITION. A pseudo-factorial recursive sequence (fk) is a 
factorial sequence if and only v its indicator is a P-set. 
Proof: Let (a,) be the indicator of the sequence (/a. Suppose (a,) is a P- 
set. As we remarked above, for every s E S and d E D ’ we have 
Aspd = ,z<, (elQ4-.; 
for a fixed d, there exists only a finite number of s E S such that supp a, 
contains at least one degree between 0 and d; hence, A, fd # x for a finite 
number of s‘E S; 
Conversely, suppose that every/” is a factorial function; we have to show 
that, for every d E D+, there is only a finite number of s E S such that 
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d E supp a,. We proceed by induction on h = w(d). For h = 1 the assertion 
is true, since 
that is, A, fe # x whenever (e,l a,) # 0. Suppose now the statement true for 
h<n, and Choose dED+, w(d)=n+ 1. Then 
Asp,= c (+s>pd-e+ (dldfo 
O<e<d 
(*I 
and the sets T = {s E s; #z), Q={sES; (ela,)#O for some e<d} 
are finite. If s E S - (TV (*) implies that (d la,) = 0, which gives the 
assertion. I 
(5.4) PROPOSITION. A recursive sequence (fd) is a factorial recursive 
sequence tf and only tf its canonical minor is a recursive minor with a P-set 
as recurrence rule. Furthermore, this recurrence rule is precisely the 
indicator of (Id) and the boundary value of the canonical minor is the 
boundary value of the sequence (fd). 
Proof. Follows immediately by Propositions 5.1 and 5.3. I 
A factorial recursive sequence which is a basis for ST will be called a 
recursive basis. Then 
(5.5) PROPOSITION. A factorial recursive sequence is a recursive basis if 
and only tfits indicator is an invertible P-set and its boundary value is in R. 
The coefficients of any factorial function with respect to a given recursive 
basis can be expressed by means of an “umbra1 version” of the Newton 
expansion formula. In order to do this, we remark that, for any given formal 
power series a := C daD+ adTd, the formal writing 
a(A) := c adAd 
dsD+ 
defines a liner operator on Sr, since, for every f E Y, a(A)f makes sense and 
yields a factorial function. 
We have 
(5.6) THEOREM. Let (fd) b e a recursive basis with indicator a and 
boundary value /I. A functton 3: D --) A is a factorial function tf and only tf 
9 = c ‘dfd, 
deD+ 
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where 
Pioof. 
its 
Let F be the value tabIeau of the recursive basis (Ja), and let C be 
canonical minor. Then we have B = F x C- ‘, where 
By the Newton expansion formula, 9 is a factorial function if and only if 
there exists a column vector E = (ed), d E D+, with ed= (AdglO), such that 
the column vector G := (g(d)), d E D, can be written as G = B X E. Then, 
wehaveG=FxC-‘xE.Settingnow(c,):=C-’xE,weget 
We are now interested in characterizing linear operators L : Sr --f ;7 which 
preserve recursivity. A linear operator L will be said a recursive operator 
whenever there exists a recursive basis (Id) such that its image (Lpd> is a 
factorial recursive sequence. 
First of all, given any linear operator L : Y+K, its canonical minor is 
meant as the canonical minor of the sequence (L&,); in the sequel, the same 
symbol will denote both the operator and its canonical minor. 
If (fd) is a basis of Sr, with canonical minor C, we get 
(L/,)=(L(BxC))=BxLxC=(Jd)xC-‘XLXC. 
(5.7) PROPOSITION. Let L : R + Sr be a linear operator. The following 
are equivalent: 
(i) L is a recursive operator; 
(ii) the canonical minor of L is a recursive minor; 
(iii) L maps every recursive basis into a recursive sequence. 
Proof: Let L be a recursive operator which maps the recursive basis 
(fd) = B x C into the recursive sequence (L/d. Then, the minor C- ’ X L X C 
is a recursive minor; thus, L is also a recursive minor. 
If the canonical minor of L is a recursive minor, for every recursive basis 
(ft) with canonical minor C we have 
(Lfd)=(@xc-%‘xc 
which implies that (Lfd) is a recursive sequence. fi 
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Given a recursive operator L, with canonical minor M(a,/3), 01 will be 
called the recurrence rule of L, and the indicator of L will be the series 
ind(L) := @. 
The preceding result implies that the semigroup of all recursive operators 
on Sr is isomorphic to the semigroup of all recursive minors with a P-set as 
recurrence rule. 
An invertible recursive operator will be called an umbra1 operator. For a 
given bijection (I: S+ S, the permutation operator P, will be the umbra1 
operator whose canonical minor is M(r”, a). 
A linear operator T: Y + s’ satisfying the following conditions: 
TA,=A,T 
for every s E S, will be called a shift-invariant operator. We have 
(5.8) PROPOSITION. Let T: F+ Sr be a linear operator. The following 
are equivalent : 
(i) T is shift-invariant; 
(ii) T= Cd (T&,10) Ad; 
(iii) the canonical minor of T is an Appell minor. 
Proof. We have only to show that (iii) implies (ii), since the other 
implications are matter of straightforward computations. 
Suppose that the canonical minor of T is (t,,J = M(s, a); then, for every 
dED+ we have 
T&d = c &,d&,, = 2 t,,,-,&, = c (T&dehlo) Ad- “b, 
h h b 
which implies (ii). I 
An immediate consequence of the previous result is that a shift-invariant 
operator maps each submodule Yd := { f E F; deg f c d} of Y into itself. 
The set Z of all shift-invariant operators, under the usual sum and 
composition of functions, turns out to be an A-algebra which is isomorphic, 
via the map T-1 ind(T), to the algebra P of formal power series. The algebra 
Z can be endowed with a topology by means of the following convergence 
criterion: a sequence (Td), T, E Z, d E D+, converges to T E Z whenever, for 
everyj’E ST there exists df E D + such that, for every d > dr : Tdf’ = T[ 
(5.9) PROPOSITION. The map T+ ind(T) is a continuous isomorphism 
between the topological algebras C and P. 
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ProoJ Speciw to the basis of Pascal functions the convergence 
criterion defined in C it is easily seen that a sequence (7’3 in E converges to 
T E C if and only if the sequence (ind(T,)) converges in P to ind(T). 8 
The indicator of a set T := (T,), T, E Z; s E S, will be the set of power 
series ind(T) := (ind(T,)). The fndtcator of a linear map Q, : 6 + 2 is 
ind(#) := ind(@(A)). 
(5.10) PRoPosmoN. A linear map @ : C + Z is a continuous 
endomorphism of C if and only f ind(@) is a P-set. Moreover, for every 
TEC, 
ind(@(T)) = (ind(T)) o ind(9). 
(5.11) PROPOSITION. A map # : Z --) 22 is the continuous automorphism 
whose indicator is the invertible P-set a If and only iffor every T E Z 
@(l-J = U-‘TU, 
where U is any umbra1 operator whose recurrence rule is a. 
Proof. Let M(a, /3) be the canonical minor of U. The map T-t U- ’ TU is 
a linear map U: whose indicator is given by the boundary values of the 
minors 
M(& 8- ’ 0 6) x M(r, 7,) x M(a, 8) = M(s, a,), 
hence, ind(y? = a and Y= 9. a 
Generalizing the classical notion of delta operator, we can define a delta 
set as the image of the set A under a continuous automorphism 9 of Z, that 
is, a set T := (T,) of shift-invariant operators such that ind(T) (= ind(9)) is 
an invertible P-set. 
Following along the lines of [4,23], we say that a given sequence (@, 
d E D+, of factorial functions, and a set Q = (Q,) of linear operators are 
associated whenever, for every d E D+ and for every s E S 
Qs9d = (Jd-es ifs E supp(d), 
=I otherwise. 
The sequence (4,) of Pascal functions and the set A are associated. 
(5.12) PROPOSITION. Let (93 be a recursive basis of .F with indicator a 
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and let U be the umbra1 operator such that Ule, = (z* for every d E D+. Then, 
the set 
Q := UAU-’ = (UAJJ-‘) 
is a delta set and it is the unique set of linear operators associated to (a>. 
Moreover, ind(Q) = 6. 
Proof Being ( ,,) a basis for ST, for every s E S there exists exactly one 
linear operator B 
otherwise; hence, tie 
such that Qsad = ydec if s E supp(d), and Q+= x 
set Q is uniquely dete;mined. 
On the other hand, for every d E D+ and for every s E supp(d), 
(UA,U-')y,=(UA,)&,= U&,-e,=(Zd-e,. 
By the preceding result, Q is a delta set and 
ind(Q) = &. 1 
Conversely, 
(5.13) PROPOSITION. Let Q := (Q,) be a delta set with indicator a. A 
sequence (ad) of factorial functions is associated to Q tf and only tf it is a 
recursive sequence with indicator 6. Moreover, (pd) is a recursive basis tf and 
only tfits boundary value is in R. 
Proof: By construction, we recognize that (yd) is uniquely determined if 
the evaluations (yd IO) are given. By Proposition 3.10, the canonical minor of 
(ad) is M(i, /?), where p := z(a., 10) rd and 6 is the inverse of ind(Q). I 
(5.14) COROLLARY. Let (ad) be a recursive basis of jr: then, for every 
m, n E D+, m < II implies deg(7,) < deg(@. 
Proof Let Q be the delta set associated to (@ and recall that shift- 
invariant operators do not increase the degrees; then 
deg(y,-,) = deg(Q,gd < deg(pJ 
for every m E D + and s E supp(m). 1 
Finally, we give an explicit expansion formula for shift-invariant operators 
in terms of powers of a given delta set 
(5.15) PROPOSITION. Ler Q := (Q,) be a delta set and (@ the 
homogeneous recursive basis associated to it. For every T E 2Y we have 
‘=T (Tadio> Qd. 
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ProqJ Let a be the indicator of Q; for every T E X, with /3 := ind(T), we 
have 
(TV,) = B x M(t, 8) x M@, 01, 
and, hence 
; (TplO>~d=Po~ 
which implies 
7 (T@o)Qd = B oGoa(A)=j?(A)=T. 1 
6. COHERENCE 
In this section we introduce the notion of coherence, which allows us to 
refine the results of the previous section. 
First of all, we say that a mulrifiltrution (&“k), d E D+, of .T is a sequence 
of A-submodules of Sr such that h Q k implies xs C zk and U&u+ &“d = fl, 
and a grading (gd), d E D+, of T is a sequence of A-submodules of ST such 
that r= Ode,,+ d’ 9 The multililtration (RJ is said to be homogeneous with 
respect to the grading (gd) if, for every d E D + , 
The Pascal mult~ltration (Yd) of 5r is defined by setting, for every 
dED+, 
4 := fl ker Ads+‘. 
SES 
A grading (gd) on F will be called coherent whenever the Pascal 
multifiltration is homogeneous with respect to (sd). 
A basis (fi) of X will be called a coherent basis whenever the grading 
is coherent (here, [I] d enotes the A-submodule of X spanned by 
e Newton expansion formula (Theorem 4.3) ensures that the basis (4 
Pascal functions is a coherent basis. ’ 
Coherent bases can be characterized as follows: 
(6.1) PROPOSITION. Let ( d) be a basis for R and let fd=~tcbtktm 
Then, (fd) is a coherent basis k and only tfthe map 
L:D+ *D+, l(d) := deg(f,> 
is a bi&ctfon and, moreover, for every d E D ‘, caAtd) E U. 
607/50/l-6 
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ProoJ: For every h E D + , set 
A, := {t E D+; c,,~# 0). 
Then, for every d, h E D ’ ,p E Fd if and only if A ,, E [0, d]. 
Given d E D + , the assumption 
implies that 
[O,dl= u A,. 
Hence, there exists t E D+ such that d E A, s [0, d], that is, deg(fJ = d and 
‘t,d # ‘. 
Suppose now that (fd) is a coherent basis: then, the preceding argument 
shows that the map L IS a surjection; on the other hand, being (,Q a basis, 1 
. . . 
must be a biJectlon and C~,*(~) EUforeverydED+. 
The proof of the converse is straightforward. I 
The next result characterizes coherent recursive bases in terms of their 
indicator: 
(6.2) THEOREM. A factorial recursive sequence (fJ is a coherent basis of 
X if and only if its indicator a := (a,) is an invertible L-set, and its 
boundary value /I is in R. 
Proof: Suppose that a is an invertible L-set and (O/p) E 111. Without loss 
of generality, we can assume that a is normalized. Under these hypotheses, 
the canonical minor C := (c,,J of (Id) is an invertible upper triangular 
minor, with cd,d E U; this shows that (pd) is a coherent basis. 
Conversely, suppose that the recursive sequence (Id) is a coherent basis 
and recall that, because of recursivity, h < k implies deg(fl < deg(@ This 
condition, together with coherence, implies that the map 
2 : d + deg(,Q 
is a lattice isomorphism. Hence, without loss of generality, we can suppose 
that J is the identity map. Let F := (Fs) be the delta set associated to (/J; 
then, for every s E S, d E D +, 
deg(F,fi) = d - e, ifs E supp(d) 
=+co otherwise. 
Since F, = Z,(A) (with (&) the compositional inverse of a), this implies that, 
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if (d[&) # 0, then s E supp(d), that is, (ZS) is an invertible L-set, and the 
same holds for the set a. 1 
A factorial recursive sequence which is a coherent basis for ST will be said 
to be a o-coherent recursive basis, where u is the spire of its indicator. 
Normalizations and normalized coherent bases are defined in the usual way 
(see Section 2). 
By using coherent recursive bases, the expansion formula given by 
Theorem 5.6 can be easily specialized as follows: 
(6.2) THEOREM. Let (pd) be the u-coherent recursive basis with indicator 
a and boundary value /I. A function 9 : D --, A is a factorial function of 
degree t if and only if 
where 
cd:= (ii$d 0 ii)-' (A)glO) 
and the sum ranges over all degrees d such that 0 < a(d) < t. 1 
A u-coherent umbra1 operator will be an umbra1 operator U which maps 
the basis (Cd) of Pascal functions into a u-coherent recursive basis. In 
particular, the permutation operator P, (see Section 5) is a u-coherent 
operator. Normalizations and normalized umbra1 operators are defined in the 
obvious way. 
From Proposition 5.7 we have. 
(6.3) PROPOSITION. Let L :F+.F be a linear operator and let u be a 
bijection on S. The following are equivalent: 
(i) L is a u-coherent umbra1 operator; 
(ii) the canonical minor of L is a recursive minor whose recurrence 
rule is an invertible L-set a, and u is the spire of a; 
(iii) L maps every p-coherent recursive basis into a up-coherent 
recursive basis. 1 
Thus, invertible shift-invariant operators are normalized umbra1 operators. 
A continuous automorphism Irp of the algebra Z of all shift-invariant 
operators will be said to be a u-coherent automorphism whenever ind(@) is 
an (invertible) L-set whose spire is u. Normalizations and normalized 
coherent automorphisms are defined in the usual way. 
Obviously, we have (see Proposition 5.11) 
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(6.4) PROPOSITION. A map 9 : Z-t C is the o-coherent automorphism 
whose indicator is the invertible L-set a if and only if, for every T E Z, 
Q(T) = U-‘TU, 
where U is any umbra1 operator whose recurrence rule is a. 
For any continuous automorphism @ of Z, we define a multifiltration 
(;ra”) by setting 
Srz := n ker(@(A,))js+‘. 
SCS 
(6.5) THEOREM. A continuous automorphism @ of Z is a o-coherent 
automorphism .tf and only if the grading ([&,,I) of Pascal function is 
homogeneous with respect to the multt#iltration (Srz) andfor every s E S, 
Proof: Let a := (a,) = ind(@) and set Q := (Q,) = (@(A,)) = (p,(A)). 
Suppose @ is u-coherent; then, for every s E S, Q, = dots, OS, where Q, is an 
invertible shift-invariant operator. This implies that for every Pascal function 
&d we have 
deg Q,<g,> = d - cots) if s E supp(d), 
=+a2 otherwise. 
Hence, for every d E D + , Xf = Y o(dj, which ensures that the grading of 
Pascal functions is homogeneous with respect to the multifiltration (Srz), 
Conversely, suppose that the Pascal grading ([&,,I) is homogeneous with 
respect to the multifiltration (Y$‘) and for every s E S : fit = Xecqsj. Let U 
be an umbra1 operator whose recurrence rule is a. By Proposition 5.11 we 
have, for every T E C, @(T) = U-‘TV, then, 
ker(@(A,))” = ker(U-‘A: U) = ker(A,” U) = U-‘(ker A:). 
This implies, for every d E D +, flz = U- ‘(.Y’J. Thus, the grading ([ U#,]) is 
homogeneous with respect to the Pascal multitiltration (X& = (U(X~)). 
Then, (Ug.,) is a u-coherent basis, that is, a is an invertible L-set whose spire 
is u, and 9 is a u-coherent automorphism of Z. 1 
By the preceding theorem, we get immediately. 
(6.6) COROLLARY. Let Q, be a continuous automorphism of Z and (f’ a 
recursive basis of Sr. Zf the grading ([f’]) is h omogeneous with respect to the 
multt$ltration (.Fr), then @ is a u-coherent automorphism vor some 
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bijection u on S) if and only If (fJ is a p-coherent basis for some bijectiort p 
on S. 
Conversely, if there exist two bijections p and o on S such that ( ,,) is a p- 
coherent basis and @ is a u-coherent automorphism, then the gra d 
is homogeneous with respect to the multiJZlrt&tion (Rz). 
ing ([f,,]) 
A u-coherent delta set (or u-delta set for short) will be the image of the set 
A under a u-coherent automorphism @ of ‘X, that is, a set T := (T’,) of shift- 
invariant operators such that ind(T) (=ind(@)) is an invertible L-set whose 
spire is u. Normalizations and normalized delta sets are defined in the usual 
way. 
From Propositions 5.12 and 5.13 we get 
(6.7) PROPOSITION. Let ( d> be a u-coherent recursive basis of F with 
indicator a and let U: ST + $ be the u-coherent umbra1 operator such that 
U&, =fd for every d E D ‘. Then, the set 
T,:= UAU-? = (zUA.U-‘) 
is the unique set of linear operators assoctated to (fd). Moreover, ind(T) = 1 
and T is a a-‘-delta set. 
(6.8) PROPQSITION. Let T .:= (T,) be a ordelta set and. let a be its 
indicator. A sequence (f’) of factorial functions is associated to T tf and only 
tf it is a recursive sequence with indicator 5 Moreover, in this case, (f& is a 
u-‘-coherent recursive basis whenever its boundary value is in R. 
7. CLOSED FORMS 
The purpose of this section is. to, study those sequences (fi> in .Y which 
are recursive bases and satisfy an analog of the classical transfer formula, 
that is, such that 
f&&&d, =Fdplrbd, (*I 
where u is a permutation on s, and (Fd) is a family of shift-invariant 
operators. 
(7.1) PROPOSITION. A basis (fd) satisfying a set of identities (*) is a 
coherent basis, and vice versa. 
Proof First of all we recall that every shift-invariant operator F does not 
increase the degrees, that is, for every ,factorial function ;Q, 
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Then, if (pd) is a basis satisfying (*), for every d E D+, 
deg(fd = deg(F,P,&d) < 4d). 
On the other hand, being (Id) a basis, we have deg(P,) = u(d), and the basis 
(pd) is coherent. 
Conversely, let (1’) be a coherent basis, with deg(/“) = u(d), and let 
/I= c Cd,,&,. 
O<t<o(d) 
Then, (fd) satisfies (*) with 
F, = c Cd,oCd,-~Ag’ 1 
O<#<o(d) 
By the preceding result, recursive bases satisfying (*) are precisely 
coherent recursive bases. For such bases, the collection of shift-invariant 
operators Fd can be recursively computed: 
(7.2) THEOREM (Transfer formula). 
basis with indicator a and 
Let (fd) be a normalized coherent 
boundary value /I. Let Q := (Q,) be the 
normalized delta set associated to (fd) and let T := (T,) be such that 
A,T,=Q,. Set 
B := (j? o ii)(A) and L := P(&)(A). 
Then the basis (fd) satisfies the Transfer formula 
fd= BLT-dCd. 
Proof: The canonical minor of the basis (pd) is M(a, /3). Since a is an 
invertible L-set, we have 
M(a, p) = WR(a, /?) = WTR(& P(C)@? o G)). 
This gives 
=~(d-hJ@h)P(l)I-%d>Ad-b&d 
= (/3 o ii)(A) P@)(A) T - dkd. 1 
The preceding formula can be generalized as follows: 
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(7.3) PROPOSITION. Let (8,) be a normalfred coherent homogeneous 
recursive basis, with associated delta set R := (R,). Let a := (a,) be an inver- 
ttble normaltzed L-set and let be a (normalized) coherent recursive basis 
with boundary value /3, to the normalized delta set Q := B(R). 
Then 
fd= BLT-d/d, 
where T = (T,), with R, T, = Q, , 
B := (j9 0 G)(R) and L := P(G)(R). 
ProoJ: The minor of coefficients of (/J with respect to the basis (f,,) is 
M(a, /3). The proof is now formally the same as that of Theorem 7.2. 1 
The next result is a generalization of the recurrence formula of the Umbra1 
Calculus: 
(7.4) PROPOSITION. Let G := (G,), Q := (Q,) be normalized delta sets 
with associated homogeneous coherent recursive bases (fd) and (@, respec- 
tively. Then, for every d E D +, s E S, 
9 d+e, =BsT+ 
where T, is the sh@-invariant operator such that T, G, = Q,, and B, is the 
linear operator such that, for every h E D + , 
B s%b = #a+ C,’ 
Proof: For every f E fl such that (f IO) = 0 we have B, G, f =f Since 
fi = Qspl+es = GsTsJd+c, 
we get the assertion. I 
8. THE UMBRAL CALCULUS 
The classical Umbral Calculus deals with polynomial functions $: IKd + IK, 
where !K is a field of characteristic zero and d E N. A sequence of 
polynomial functions u,(x)), where a := (n, , n2 ,..., n,,) E lKd and x := 
(x Jr 1, z ,..., xd) E Md, is said to be a sequence of binomial type whenever ub is 
a basis for the vector space lKt,r and, for every x, y E IKd and n E Nd, 
f,(x + Y) = & ( ~)fiwf4~ 
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where 
A sequence (gJ of polynomial functions is said to be a Shefir sequence 
related to the sequence of binomial type u& if (g,,) is a basis for IK,, and, 
for every x, y E IKd and n E Nd, 
g,(x + Y> = kT” ( ; ) &(X)fn-k(Y)* 
Let (f.) be a sequence of binomial type and (g,) a Sheffer sequence 
related to (f.): it .is obvious that the sequences 
(PA := t.04 and (4”) := k/n9 
(here, n! := n,! n,!...n,!) are bases for IK,,, and satisfy the identities 
p,(x + y) = c Pk(X)P”-k(Y), 
k<n 
(*I 
4.(x + Y) = 1 Bk(X)P,-k(Y). 
k<n 
(**I 
A sequence (rJ of polynomial functions will be called a Pascal 
(homogeneous Pascal) sequence whenever it satisfies (**) ((*), respectively) 
for every x, y E IKd and it is a basis for IK,,, . Clearly, if (r,,) is a Pascal 
sequence, then (n! r,) is a Sheffer sequence. 
We remark that, being (p,) and (q,,) sequences of polynomial functions, 
(**) holds for every x, y E IKd whenever it is satisfied for every x, y E Zd. 
Moreover, it is well known that a sequence of polynomial functions (q,,), is a 
Pascal sequence whenever its generating function can be written as 
where ai (i = 1, 2,..., d) and /3 are formal power series in the variables 
rr, z~,..., rd, such that (a,) is an invertible P-set and (Olp) # 0. 
The sequence (x”/n!) (with x” := x;l .e. x2) is a homogeneous Pascal 
sequence, which is called the sequence of divided powers. Another notable 
example of a homogeneous Pascal sequence is the sequence (( i)), where x 
ranges over IKd, and, for every x E IK, i E N, 
+x(x-l)..e(x-ii+) 
i! 
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For every f: lKd + K, let us denote by the symbol pdf) the restriction off 
to Zd, that is, pdf) :=f$ It is easily realized that p defines an isomorphism 
between the vector space IKt,] of all polynomial functions in d variables over 
IK, and the vector space Sr of all factorial functions in d variables over IK. 
We explicitely note that the sequence e(i)) is the basis of Pascal functions 
(4,) of .E Moreover, noticing that a Pascal sequence (q,,) of polynomial 
functions in I$,.l related to the homogeneous Pascal sequence (p,,) is 
completely defined by (**) whenever the series 
ai := C p,(q) r’, i = 1, 2,..., d 
n 
and 
are given, we can easily be convinced that p maps bijectively the 
(homogeneous) Pascal sequences into the (homogeneous) normalized 
recursive bases. Thus, we have a bijection between polynomial sequences of 
binomial and Sheffer type and normalized recursive bases of factorial 
functions, and the Umbra1 Calculus can be regarded as our theory in the 
case of characteristic zero. 
Just as an example of this point of view, we submit two results which are 
typical of the case of characteristic zero. 
(8.1) THEOREM. Let (fJ be a Shefir sequence, with generating function 
Cf,(x)/n! 5” = p exp C xiai . 
n (i ) 
Then 
(i) B = C.f.(O)/n! 7’; 
(ii) ai = log@-’ C.f.(e,)/n! P), and, hence 
(iii) L(x) = CI, n!/k! (n) akj3) xk. 
Proof: (i) and (ii) are obvious. For (iii), we remark that the value 
tableaux of the recursive bases @(x”/n!)) and @U&I!)) are R(exp 7, u)‘and 
R(exp a, /I), respectively, where 
exp ‘t := (exp rI ,..., exp 7d) and exp a := (exp a, ,..., exp a,); 
since, by Proposition 3.1, 
R (exp T, 0) x M(a, 8) = R 6-p a, 8) 
we get the assertion. a 
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The further result we exhibit is a version of closed forms, which is a direct 
consequence of Propositions 7.3 and 7.4. In the sequel, we will denote by 
D = (0, ,..., DJ the set of formal partial derivatives. We have 
(8.2) THEOREM. Let (Qi) = a(D) b e a normalized coherent delta set, and 
let ( 
k 
) be its associated coherent recursive basis. Let T = (Ti) be the set of 
shif-invariant operators such that T,D, = Q,, i = I, 2,..., d, and set 
and 
B := c </3V Q” 
n 
L := P(a)(D). 
The following identities hold: 
(i) p.(x) = BLT-Y/n! (transfer formula), 
(ii) /“+Jx) = xi/(ni + 1) T;?,(x) (recurrence formula). 
9. HERMITE POLYNOMIALS 
The well-known Hermite polynomials H,(x) in one variable x are usually 
defined by means of the following generating function: 
c 
nS-0 
yt”=exp (xt-at’). 
This polynomial sequence provides a typical example of a Sheffer sequence 
(see [27]). 
In [ 131, Hermite introduced a multivariate polynomial sequence which 
generalizes the sequence proviously defined, as follows: given an n X n 
symmetric matrix A = (aij) with real entries, such that 
(i) det(A) # 0; 
(ii) n;= 1 Qii # 0, 
consider the quadratic form IJJ associated to A, namely, 
dx) = s aijXixj9 x = (x, )...) XJ E IF?". 
The sequence (H,(x)) (d E N”, x E I?“) of the Hermite polynomials in n 
variables, of variance A is defined by means of the generating function 
Hd(X) 
T d! 
-td=exp (*I 
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where t-(f * P.9 f”). wing 
#t(x) = F =fJxJv i = 1, 2 ,..., n, 
identity (*) becomes 
c d F td = exp (- + w(t) +Jf x,,,(t)) ; . I 
this implies that the sequence (H,(x)/d!) is a Pascal sequence, with 
recurrence rule (exp(#,)) and boundary value exp(- fw). 
Note that, if A is a diagonal matrix, the polynomials Hd(x) degenerate into 
products of n one-variable Hermite polynomials of variances uI1 ,..., unn, 
respectively, 
and vice versa. 
By the results of the preceding section, we get immediately 
(9.1) PROPOSITION. 
Set now 
that is, 
*I = #r(X), i = 1, 2 ,...) n, 
A 
x, = c -it ZJ = I,, 
J iAl 
i = 1, 2 ,..., n, 
where A, is the cofactor of a,, in the matrix A, and IA I = det(A). 
For every i= 1,2,..., n, let 2, be the formal partial derivative with respect 
to z,, namely, 
Z, = &(D), 
where D = (II,), D, = 8/8x,. This implies that Z, is a shift-invariant operator 
for every i, and its matrix with respect to the basis of divided powers (xd/d!) 
is the Appell matrix M(t, 6,). 
(9.2) PROPOSITION. For every d E W cmd for every i = 1,2 ,..., n, we 
have 
z,& = d(i) &-y 
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ProoJ It is sufficient to remark that the delta set (Zi) is associated to the 
recursive basis (H,/d!). The assertion then follows from Propositions 3.10 
and 9.1. I 
Consider now the homogeneous Pascal sequence (pd) with the same 
recurrence rule as (H,/d!); its matrix with respect to the basis of divided 
powers is M(I+, o). This implies that 
ZiP*=Pd-ei9 i = 1, 2 ,..., n, 
and, hence, 
pa = zd/d ! for every d. 
Moreover, consider the invertible shift-invariant operator 
W = exp( - &u(Z)) 
which can be seen as a generalization of the classical Weierstrass operator; 
since the matrix of W with respect to the basis (zd/d!) is M(t, exp(-fw)), by 
the results of the preceding sections, we have 
Wzd = H,. 
The following generalization of a formula of Appell and Kampe de FCriet 
(see [ 1, p. 3751) is an immediate consequence of the fact that the Pascal 
sequences (Hd/d!) and (zd/d!) have the same recurrence rule. 
(9.3) PROPOSITION. For every d E N” and for every x, y E R” we have 
In the following, for any shift-invariant operator T= a(Z) (where a is a 
formal power series in n variables), set 
T; = g (Z), i = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
I 
The following identity can be easily proved by linearity: 
T;p = (Tzi - ziT)p 
for every polynomial p. 
In particular, for the operator W previously defined, we have 
W; = -9i(Z) W. 
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Since 
( wz, - 2, w) z* = w; z* = --(b,(Z) wz* 
we get 
H d+ e, = (Zi - #dz)) Hda (**I 
The next result generalizes the classical recurrence relations for the 
Hermite polynomials. 
(9.4.). 1 HEOREM. 
H d+c,=@d- i: ‘%jdO’%i-e,- 
j=l 
ProojI Expand the right-hand side of (M), recalling that 
z,H, = d(i) f&. 1 
Our next goal is now to exhibit two generalized versions of the Rodrigues 
formula. To this aim, we need the following lemma, which is easily proved 
by induction: 
(9.5) LEMMA. Let C be a continuous derivation. on the topological 
algebra offormal power series in n variables, with real coeficients. For kvery 
two series a, p with C/l # C, we have 
(C - C/l)” a = expQ3) C”(exp(+) a). 
jioreverynEiN. 
(9.6) THEOREM. For every .d we have 
Hd = fi (-l)*“’ exp(zf/2a,,) #,(Z)d(‘) exp(-zf/2aii). 
I=1 
Proo$ Iterating identity (**), we have 
Hd = fi (-l)*“’ (QI,(Z) - z~)*(~) H,,; 
1=I 
by Lemma 9.5, setting C = 4,(Z) and /I = zf/2a,,, we get the assertion. fl 
(9.7) THEOREM. For every d we have 
Hd = (-. 1 )&d(i) exp(favW) D* ew(--fwW. 
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ProojI Identity (**) can be rewritten as 
Hd = (-Di + fDi W(X)) Hd-q; 
iterating this last identity, we get 
H,, = fi (-l)d”’ (Q - f~(x))~(~) HO; 
i= 1 
the assertion now follows by Lemma 9.5, setting C = Di and p = iv(x). u 
Finally, we give a simple proof of a multi-variate version of the formulas 
of Burchnall-Feldheim-Watson: 
(9.8) THEOREM. For every i = 1,2,..., n and for every integer m the 
following identities hold: 
H d+mei = (-llm 5 c 
/I=0 j:Ij(k)=h 
(m)h (; ) n a$,k)H(m-h)ciHd-j. 
k 
Proof: By (**) we have 
H d+ mci = (--llm (#AZ> - ZiIrn Hd 
which gives, by Lemma 9.5 
H dtmei= (-1)“’ exp(Zf/2a,) #i(Z)m eXp(-Zf/2U,) Hd 
= (-l)m exp(zf/2aii) f 
h=O 
X (ai1 Z,)‘(” .a- (a,,Z,)j’“) H, 
x aiy) . . . a!‘“) H ,” O?-h,qHd-j* I 
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